Repellent
DOG & CAT
Repellent

I19
Manufactured for:
Four Paws Products Ltd。
1501 East Woodfield Road 200W
Schaumburg, IL 60173

Item No. 100539673
RM# 990004235

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
Methyl Nonyl Ketone .................................... 1.9%
Related Compounds .................................... 0.1%
OTHER INGREDIENTS: .................................. 98.0%
TOTAL 100.0%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION
See back panel for additional Precautionary Statements

Net Contents 10 OZ (284 g)

Will repel dogs & cats for 24 hours when applied daily

Keeps pets away from furniture, carpets, trees, shrubs, garbage cans and other forbidden areas

HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS – CAUTION
Harmful if absorbed through the skin. Avoid contact with skin, eyes or clothing. Prolonged or frequently repeated skin contact may cause allergic reactions in some individuals. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling.

FIRST AID
IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING:
Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF IN EYES:
Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS:
Flammable. Contents under pressure. Keep away from heat, sparks and open flame. Do not puncture or incinerate container. Exposure to temperatures above 130° F may cause bursting.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. USE RESTRICTIONS:
Do not apply to foliage of shrubs or to ornamental, soft-bodied plants. Do not apply to food or feed crops.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:
Do Not Puncture or Incinerate!

STORAGE:
Store only in a cool, dry place inaccessible to children and pets, away from heat or open flame. DISPOSAL: If empty. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly used: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions.

Four Paws with design and Keep Off are registered trademarks of Four Paws Products, Ltd. Central Garden & Pet and Central Garden & Pet with design are trademarks of Central Garden & Pet Company.

INDOOR USE:
Use indoor to break your pet of undesirable habits such as sleeping on furniture and rugs or to keep out of forbidden areas. Always use with consistent training. Praise your pet for good behavior and scold for bad behavior.

Application Directions: Lightly spray surrounding soil or apply to a piece of cloth and place it on the object or area to be protected. Repeat daily or as necessary, until undesirable habit is broken.

OUTDOOR USE:
Use outdoor to prevent dogs and cats from disturbing flowerbeds, areas of lawn, trees, shrubbery, fences, patio furniture, and garbage cans/bags.

NOTE: This product is not likely to break the established urination patterns of dogs and cats unless it is used as a training aid.

Application Directions: Lightly spray surrounding soil or apply to a piece of cloth and place it on the object or area to be protected every day.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:
Do Not Puncture or Incinerate!

STORAGE:
In an area cool, dry and inaccessible to children and pets, away from heat or open flame.

DISPOSAL: If empty. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly used, call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions.

INDOOR USE:
Use indoor to break your pet of undesirable habits such as sleeping on furniture and rugs or to keep out of forbidden areas. Always use with consistent training. Praise your pet for good behavior and scold for bad behavior.

Application Directions:

OUTDOOR USE:
Use outdoor to prevent dogs and cats from disturbing flowerbeds, areas of lawn, trees, shrubbery, fences, patio furniture, and garbage cans/bags.

NOTE: This product is not likely to break the established urination patterns of dogs and cats unless it is used as a training aid.

Application Directions:

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:
Do Not Puncture or Incinerate!

STORAGE:
In an area cool, dry and inaccessible to children and pets, away from heat or open flame.

DISPOSAL: If empty. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly used, call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions.

Manufactured for:
Four Paws Products Ltd.
1001 East Woodfield Road 200W
Schaumburg, IL 60173

Four Paws with design and Keep Off are registered trademarks of Four Paws Products, Ltd. Central Garden & Pet and Central Garden & Pet with design are trademarks of Central Garden & Pet Company.